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Observing Site Reminders: 

Be careful with fire, mind all local burn bans! 

Dark Site Usage Requirements (ALL MEMBERS): 

 Maintain Dark-Sky Etiquette (http://tinyurl.com/75hjajy) 

 Turn out your headlights at the gate! 

 Sign the logbook (in camo-painted storage shed. Inside the door on the left-
hand side) 

 Log club equipment problems (please contact a FWAS board member to 
inform them of any problems) 

 Put equipment back neatly when finished 

 Last person out: 

 Check all doors – secured, but NOT locked 

 Make sure nothing is left out 

I ns id e  th is  i s s ue :  

Cover Photo:  
The Sun - Composited data from May 17th 2015 

2 sets of 500 frames 
one set at a normal exposure. 

one set over exposed. 
Lunt LS50THa 

QHYCCD5 
Stacked in Registax. 

Tweaked in Gimp. 
Wavelets in Registax 

Taken 05-17-2015 by FWAS member Keith Frost 

The Fort Worth Astronomical Society (FWAS) was founded in 1949 and is a non-profit scientific 
educational organization incorporated in the state of Texas. This publication may be copied 
and distributed for free only. This publication cannot be uploaded or distributed into any me-
dia unless it is in its original, full, unaltered, published form. All rights reserved by FWAS. 
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Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

      1 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 

23 24 25 26 27 28 29 

30 31      

See our full FWAS Event Calendar at:  

http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html   

for the latest updates on what our club has scheduled 

NM 

LQ 

FQ 

Moon Perigee: 362122.7 km  

Young 
Astronomers Meeting 
Starts @ 7pm-9pm 

Click calendar icons above to see details of bright ISS passes this month. 

FWAS 
Monthly 
Meeting 
Starts @ 7pm 

Moon Apogee: 405872.7 km  

FM 

935th Anniversary 

(1080), Comet C/1080 

P1 Near-Earth Fly-

by (24.9 Lunar Dis-

tance)  

Full Sturgeon Moon 

Perseids Meteor Shower Peaks 

Moon Perigee: 358282.7 km 

Lunar Event 

Monday 24 August 2015 @ 9.7pm—Golden Handle visible on 

the Moon from  7.7pm - 2.5am (htop=39° at S at 9.3pm) (sun 

rises on the Jura mountains, while Sinus Iridum is still in shadow)  

Lunar Event 

 

 

Visible Tonight 

(See Above) 

William Hamilton's 210th 

Birthday (1805)  

Neil Armstrong's 85th 

Birthday (1930)  

15th Anniversary 

(2000), Brett Gladman, 

et al's Discovery of 

Saturn 

Moons  Ymir,  Paaliaq &

 Kiviuq  

Philip Cowell's 145th 

Birthday (1870)  

Dennis Tito's 75th 

Birthday (1940)  

Albert Jones' 95th 

Birthday (1920)  

25th Anniversary 

(1990), Magellan, 

Venus Orbit In-

sertion  

55th Anniversary 

(1960), Echo 

1 Launch  

45th Anniversary 

(1970), Venera 

7 Launch (USSR 

Venus Lander)  

55th Anniversary 

(1960), Sputnik 5 

Launch (Carried Dogs 

Belka & Strelka)  

Story Musgrave's 80th 

Birthday (1935)  

130th Anniversary 

(1885), Ernst Hart-

wig's Discovery of  S 

Andromedae Supernova  

50th Anniversary 

(1965), Gemini 

5 Launch (Gordon 

Cooper & Charles Con-

rad)  
Jim Scotti's 55th 

Birthday (1960)  

Edward Fath's 135th 

Birthday (1880)  

Leroy Chia's 55th 

Birthday (1960)  

40th Anniversary 

(1975), Discovery 

of Nova Cygni 

1975  

65th Anniversary 

(1950), V2 Albert 

V Launch (Carried 

Mice)  

3RF Star Party Weekend  

3RF Star Party 

Weekend 

Neptune @ Opposition 

FWAS APSIG 

Meeting 

Contact Jerry 

Gardner for times 

Museum 

Star Party 

http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/meetings.html
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57236.4273812383&type=V
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/historic_comets.html
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/historic_comets.html
http://neo.jpl.nasa.gov/ca/historic_comets.html
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57256.0936367389&type=V
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/William_Rowan_Hamilton
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neil_Armstrong
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brett_J._Gladman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brett_J._Gladman
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ymir_%28moon%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paaliaq_%28moon%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kiviuq_%28moon%29
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philip_Herbert_Cowell
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dennis_Tito
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_F._A._L._Jones
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/magellan
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Echo#Echo_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Project_Echo#Echo_1
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venera_7
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Venera_7
http://www.svengrahn.pp.se/histind/sputnik5/sputnik5.html
http://www.svengrahn.pp.se/histind/sputnik5/sputnik5.html
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Story_Musgrave
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Hartwig
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ernst_Hartwig
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SN_1885A
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SN_1885A
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gemini_5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gemini_5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_V._Scotti
http://bf-astro.com/fath.htm
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leroy_Chiao
http://www.aavso.org/v1500-cyg-nova-cygni-1975
http://www.aavso.org/v1500-cyg-nova-cygni-1975
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mailto:jerry10137@yahoo.com?subject=FWAS%20APSIG%20meeting%20info%20request
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http://www.fwmuseum.org/star-parties
http://www.fwmuseum.org/star-parties
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 Aug 01 Sa --:-- Venus: 21.5° E 

 Aug 02 Su 05:11 Moon Perigee: 362100 km 

 Aug 03 Mo 21:53 Moon Descending Node 

 Aug 06 Th 21:03 Last Quarter 

 Aug 07 Fr 12:25 Mercury-Regulus:0.9° N 

 Aug 08 Sa 18:22 Moon-Aldebaran:0.7° S 

 Aug 10 Mo 06:11 Moon North Dec.: 18.3° N 

 Aug 13 Th 01:17 Perseid Shower: ZHR = 90 

 Aug 14 Fr 09:54 New Moon 

 Aug 15 Sa 14:19 Venus Inferior Conj. 

 Aug 16 Su 09:34 Moon-Mercury:2.2° N 

 Aug 17 Mo 18:05 Moon Ascending Node 

 Aug 17 Mo 21:33 Moon Apogee: 405900 km 

C E L E S T I A L  E V E N T S  T H I S  M O N T H  

Deep Sky* - (C4) Iris Nebula-RN, (C20) North America Nebula-EN, (C76) Northern Jewel Box-OC, (M3) 

Globular Cluster-GC, (M5) GC, (M8) Lagoon Nebula-EN, (M13) Great GC in Hercules, (M20) Trifid Neb-

ula-EN/RN, (M27) Dumbell Nebula, (M57) Ring Nebula 

 

Double/Multiple Stars** - 57 Aquili (Aql), 39 Boötis (Boo), Mu Draconis (Dra), Rho Capricornus 

(Cap), Epsilon1 Lyrae (Lyr), Nu Scorpii (Sco), Xi Ursa Majoris (UMa) 

 

Constellations* - Aquila, Boötes, Draco, Capricorn, Libra, Lyra, Sagittarius, Scorpius, Ursa Major, Ur-

sa Minor 

 

Asterisms*** - Tennis Racket (Aql), Kangaroo (Boo), Tea Pot (Sgr), Butterfly (Sco), Spade (UMa), En-

gagement Ring (UMi) 

 

Lunar Features**** - Inghirami Valley (R61), Imbrium lava flows (R10), Ina (R22), Mare Marginis 

swirls (R27)  

I N T E R E S T I N G  O B J E C T S  

*Distant Suns—C = Caldwell Catalog / M=Messier Catalog            **Double Stars           ***Asterisms           ****R = Rükl Index Moon Map 

 Aug 19 We 22:35 Mars-Beehive:0.5° S 

 Aug 22 Sa 12:21 Moon-Saturn:2.8° S 

 Aug 22 Sa 14:31 First Quarter 

 Aug 24 Mo 22:44 Moon South Dec.: 18.2° S 

 Aug 26 We 16:04 Jupiter Conjunction 

 Aug 29 Sa 13:35 Full Moon 

 Aug 30 Su 10:24 Moon Perigee: 358300 km 

 Aug 31 Mo 05:16 Moon Descending Node 

 Aug 31 Mo 21:12 Neptune Opposition 

(* Times are Local) D a t a  S o u r c e :  N A S A  S K Y C A L  -  S K Y  E V E N T S  C A L E N D A R  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Caldwell_catalogue
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Messier_object
http://users.compaqnet.be/doublestars/#titb
https://www.astroleague.org/content/asterisms-observing-program
http://the-moon.wikispaces.com/R%C3%BCkl+Index+Map
http://eclipse.gsfc.nasa.gov/SKYCAL/SKYCAL.html
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Young Astronomers 

J 
uly’s YA 

meet-

i n g 

was a bust un-

fortunately, so 

we will be presenting the same topic 

again that we had planned for that 

month at our next meeting on August 

15th. 

August will again be all about Polaris, 

our North Star. There’s more to it 

than just being the star that sits al-

most exactly above our planet’s north-

ern pole. We’ll find out all about that 

and how to find it easily to help align 

your telescope, as well as some other 

interesting things that make that star 

special. See you there!  

Check out the Young Astronomers Web Page at:  http://

www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html 

Good to Know! 
Astronomy Abbreviations 

Abbrev Meaning 

DN dark nebula 

DSO deep-sky object 

EG elliptical galaxy 

EN emission nebula 

GAL, GLX galaxy 

GC globular cluster 

IC Index Catalog 

IG irregular galaxy 

NEA Near-Earth asteroid 

NEO Near-Earth object 

NGC New General Catalog 

OC open cluster 

PN planetary nebula 

RN reflection nebula 

SG spiral galaxy 

SNR supernova remnant 

e 

http://www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html
http://www.fortworthastro.com/young_astronomers.html
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The history of astronomy is riddled with incredible, if 
not sometimes bizarre, coincidences.  We now know 
that the first astronomer who used a telescope, Galileo 
Galilei, happened 
to see the planet 
Neptune – hun-
dreds of years be-
fore it was 
“discovered” in 
1846.  But Galileo 
did not recognize 
Neptune for what 
it was (it looked 
like a star; his tele-
scope was too 
primitive to show 
Neptune as a 
disk), and later 
astronomers re-
ceived the credit.   

Galileo is not 
alone.  Another 
astronomer, Je-
rome Lalande (one 
of the greatest observers of all time), spotted Neptune 
on two separate occasions in May of 1795.  He noticed 
the slight change in Neptune's position, but thought he 
had simply made a mistake in his observations and did-
n't think it was a planet that had moved.  William Her-
schel discovered Uranus by accident in 1781, even 
though other astronomers had seen it almost 100 years 
previously without realizing its planetary nature.   

Science-fiction writers have made many lucky guesses 
over the years.  One of the earliest was Jonathan Swift, 
writing about two small moons of Mars in his satire 
“Gulliver's Travels” in 1726; Deimos and Phobos were 
discovered orbiting Mars in 1877.  George Lucas could 

not possibly have known when he wrote “Star Wars” in 
the 1970s that Darth Vader's “Death Star” would look 
eerily like Saturn's moon Mimas.   

Pick any item in the sky, and there's probably a coinci-
dence associated with it.  Let's look at a few: 

ITEM: Meteorite impacts are extremely rare events, 
because most meteors burn up in the Earth's atmos-
phere.  But two meteorites landed in the town of Weth-
ersfield, Connecticut, in 1971 and again in 1982.  They 
struck houses only a mile and a half apart.  In 2013 two 
meteorites again fell on two towns in Connecticut, just 

19 days and 5 
miles apart.   

ITEM: Charon, 
Pluto's largest 
satellite, was dis-
covered in a pho-
tograph taken 
with the U.S. Na-
val Observatory’s 
telescope in Flag-
staff, Arizona, just 
four miles from 
where Pluto was 
discovered some 
48 years earlier.   

ITEM: French as-
tronomer Urbain 
Leverrier mathe-
matically predict-
ed the existence 
and position of 

Neptune before it was discovered in 1846, but could 
not persuade any French observatories to look for it.  
So he turned to his colleagues in Germany.  By a lucky 
coincidence, the Berlin Observatory had a brand-new 
set of star charts, to which no other observatories had 
access.  The astronomers in Berlin began searching for 
Neptune immediately, and found it within an hour.  
(British mathematician John Couch Adams, working in-
dependently of Leverrier and in total ignorance of the 
Frenchman's work, studied the same problem at the 
same time and came to very much the same conclusion 
of Neptune's existence and position.)  

(Continued on page 7) 

Book/Video Reviews 
By: Matt McCullar, FWAS 

Great Astronomical 
Coincidences 
An Original Article by Matt J. McCullar 
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ITEM: In May 1981, astronomers examined Neptune 
as it passed close to a background star, measuring the 
event to see if an unknown Neptunian ring system 
would temporarily block the light and reveal itself.  
(This is how the rings of Uranus were discovered in 
1977.)  To their surprise, the astronomers measured a 
brief drop in the star's brightness on one side of Nep-
tune, but not on the other.  Why not?  One theory was 
that an unknown satellite just happened to be in the 
right place at the right time.  A previously unseen 
moon would have to be tiny, and the chances of it be-
ing in that particular spot of its orbit seemed... astro-
nomical.  But in 1989 photographs from Voyager 2 
revealed a new satellite, later named Larissa, which 
eventually proved to be the ob-
ject that had blocked that tiny 
dot of starlight! 

Pluto's history is ripe with coinci-
dences.  In 1929 Clyde Tom-
baugh, living on his family's farm 
in Kansas, was “in a seething di-
lemma.  I was 22, and it was time 
to think of leaving the home 
roost.  In those days, no young 
man in his right mind would think 
of marrying until he had an ade-
quate and secure job.  I had to 
choose carefully.”   

A serious amateur astronomer, 
Tombaugh had built his own tele-
scope and sketched several de-
tailed drawings of his observa-
tions of Mars and Jupiter.  In an 
attempt to learn if his observa-
tions were correct, he sent his 
drawings to the Lowell Observatory in Flagstaff, Arizo-
na.  He had read observation reports of Mars by the 
Lowell Observatory staff in astronomy magazines and 
it was the only planetary observatory he knew of.   

In one of those “forks in the road” that appear in our 
lives occasionally, Tombaugh related later, “Sending 
my drawings of Mars and Jupiter to Dr. V. M. Slipher, 
the director of the Lowell Observatory, could not have 
been better timed.  He was looking for a suitable ama-
teur to work with a newly acquired 13-inch telescope.”  
After a couple of exchanges of letters through the 
mail, Slipher offered Tombaugh a job.   

Tombaugh did not learn that he would be looking for a 
trans-Neptunian planet until after he arrived at the 

Lowell Observatory.  It is important to note here that 
Tombaugh was, at that time, strictly an amateur.  
While he had built his own reflecting telescopes and 
was an excellent observer, he had never worked for an 
observatory, knew no one in the field, was only in his 
early 20s, and had never been to college.  The Lowell 
Observatory staff hired Tombaugh because they could 
not afford another professional (degreed) astronomer.   

Tombaugh was pleased enough just to be allowed to 
use such a wonderful instrument and see the sky in 
detail he never could before.  However, at this point 
all he was doing was operating the telescope and tak-
ing pictures with it.  He never had any aspirations to 
actually look for Planet X (Percival Lowell's predicted 
trans-Neptunian planet); he thought the professional 

astronomers at Lowell Observa-
tory would do that by examining 
the astrophotographs them-
selves. 

It would be tedious work.  The 
photographic plates often con-
tained hundreds of thousands of 
stars.  “Then I commented how 
glad I was that I didn't have to 
search through that mess,” Tom-
baugh recalled.  “Oh, how I 
would eat those words later!” 

Others had searched for Planet X 
before, without success.  After 
Tombaugh finally found Pluto in 
1930, astronomers around the 
world dug through their archives 
and, now knowing about where 
to look, found almost 100 pre-
discovery images of it (one as 
early as 1908).  Some astronomi-

cal coincidences can be heartbreaking: one astrono-
mer just missed seeing Pluto because its image was 
overwhelmed by a nearby star; another Pluto image 
just happened to fall upon a tiny defect on the photo-
graphic plate.  (It is fortunate that Tombaugh found 
Pluto when he did.  Only a few months later, Pluto 
would have been closer to a bright star, and its image 
lost in the glare.) 

Tombaugh's discovery of Pluto earned him a full schol-
arship to college, where he met his future wife.  They 
had two children.  Tombaugh later became a college 
professor, teaching the next generation of astrono-
mers, who made amazing discoveries of their own.  
What would have happened, had he not sent those 

(Book Review—Continued from page 6) 

(Continued on page 8) 

“Dr. James Christy, 

an astronomer at 

the U. S. Naval Ob-

servatory, owes his 

discovery of Pluto's 

moon, Charon, to 

the breakdown of a 

piece of electronic 

equipment.” 
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planetary drawings to the Lowell Observatory?   

Even decades later, Pluto continues to collect quirks of 
fate.  Dr. James Christy, an astronomer at the U. S. 
Naval Observatory, owes his discovery of Pluto's 
moon, Charon, to the breakdown of a piece of elec-
tronic equipment.  One afternoon in 1978, Christy was 
measuring Pluto's orbit by examining an old photo-
graphic plate.  A machine used to scan the plate hap-
pened to break down as he was using it, and he had to 
wait a while for a technician to repair it.  While 
waiting, Christy took a more detailed look at Pluto's 
image on the plate; it looked elongated, and others 
had assumed that the plate was defective.  His curiosi-
ty aroused, Christy examined Pluto on other plates in 
the archives, and he found that same bulge on the 
other photos.  Closer study revealed the existence of 
Pluto's first satellite.  If the machine had not broken 
down when it did, who knows how much longer Char-
on would have remained unknown? 

The coincidences don't stop there.  Christy told his 
wife, Charlene, that he intended to name the moon 
after her.  What James Christy did not immediately 
realize, however, is that while the discoverer has the 
privilege to propose a name for a new astronomical 
body, certain rules by international agreement man-
date that such a name must come from Greek or Ro-
man mythology.  Wondering how he could get out of 
his predicament, Christy did some research and was 
amazed to learn of Charon, the boatman in Greek my-
thology who rowed dead souls across the river Styx 
into Hades, where Pluto, the god of the underworld, 
waited for them.  Charlene = Charon.  What are the 
odds?   

There's more: the cover image of Clyde Tombaugh's 
autobiography, “Out of the Darkness: The Planet 
Pluto,” showing Pluto and Charon, was painted by not-
ed astronomical artist Don Dixon -- decades before the 
close-up photography of the space probe New Hori-
zons in 2015.  The comparisons between the painting 
and the photographs are amazing.   

The entire discovery of Pluto basically amounts to a 
huge coincidence.  Mathematical predictions of a trans

-Neptunian planet were based on observations of the 
known outer planets, and it was thought that the very 
slight transgressions in their orbits were caused by 
such a body.  Recent refinements in these calculations, 
however, prove that there never were any 
“transgressions”; they were simply the result of obser-
vational errors.  Space probes sent to the remote re-
gions of the solar system can detect any gravitational 
tugs from unknown planetary bodies, and none were 
measured; the spacecrafts' paths were tracked very 
carefully using today's equipment.  Once the “slop” is 
taken out of the early planetary observations, there is 
no mathematical reason for Planet X to exist.  Yet 
Pluto was found anyway.   

What other coincidences await us in this fascinating 
universe?  If you, the reader, had not chosen this very 
night to go out stargazing… 

End 

(Book Review—Continued from page 7) 

e 

If you have an idea for an article, have astronomical related photos or an astronomy pro-

ject you’ve done, and you’d like to share or want to contribute to the newsletter in any oth-

er way, please contact the editor at primefocus@fortworthastro.com or through the club’s 

Yahoo! eGroup forum. 

My personally autographed book photo of Clyde 

Tombaugh discoverer of Pluto.—Matt McCullar 

mailto:primefocus@fortworthastro.com?subject=Newsletter%20contribution
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Before 

After 

Photos by Bruce Cowles and Matt McCullar 
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Al Observing Club 

Highlight Of The Month 

The Moon is the nearest celestial object in our observable universe 
and is always a favorite at star parties. It was the target of past 
manned and robotic exploration missions, and it is likely that pub-
lic interest will be stimulated again as new lunar missions are an-
nounced and executed. Many avid lunar observers voiced their de-
sire for a second, more challenging program to follow the very 
popular Lunar Program. In response the Astronomical League 
formed a program for experienced lunar observers called Lunar II. Lunar II program goals 
include stimulating and maintaining a continued interest in lunar observing. This new pro-
gram will also require participants to make at least 100 observations of the Moon. It is de-
signed to help members improve their observing skills and expand their knowledge of the 
visible lunar surface. It is similar in some ways to the Messier Club and it requires partici-
pants to go farther than the Lunar program. For example, prominent features like the Sea 
of Crises and Tycho Crater will be revisited, observing them in greater detail and/or in var-
ied sun-lighting. New targets, such as the Cordillera Mountains have been added. Some ob-
servations will be relatively easy, such as finding and describing the Sea of Isles; others, 
like hunting domes and rilles will be more challenging and require greater observing skill. 
Participants will also create a small, basic map of the visible face of the Moon. 

Several targets must be observed twice, in different light/shadow conditions, as specified 
in the target list. 

Several optional observing tasks are available, allowing you to make a few substitutions if 
you so choose. 

Where this target list overlaps the original Lunar Program list, assume Lunar II requires 
more observation and deeper study than before. If previous log entries include all infor-
mation required for Lunar II, they may also be used for this certification. 

Lunar II Observing Program  
O b s e r v i n g  E x p e r i e n c e  L E V E L  

I n t e r m e d i a t e  

e 

e 

https://www.astroleague.org/al/obsclubs/lunarII/lunarII1.html
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O phiuchus constellation lies in the 
northern sky, near the celestial 
equator. Its name means “the 
serpent bearer” in Greek. It is 

pronounced (off-ee-YOO-cuss). 

The constellation is associated with the 
figure of Asclepius, the famous healer in 
Greek mythology. It was one of the con-
stellations first catalogued by the Greek 
astronomer Ptolemy in the 2nd century. 
Sometimes, it is also known by its Latin 
name, Serpentarius. 

Ophiuchus is generally depicted as a man 
holding a snake, represented by the 
neighboring constellation Serpens, which 
is divided into two parts by Ophiuchus: 
Serpens Caput, the snake’s head, and 
Serpens Cauda, the snake’s tail. The 
snake is usually depicted coiled around 
his waist. 

Even though Ophiuchus is one of the con-
stellations that cross the ecliptic and 
there have been attempts to include it 
among the signs of the zodiac, it does not 
belong to the Zodiac family, but to the 
Hercules family of constellations. 

Ophiuchus contains a number of notable 
stars, including its brightest star Rasalhague – α Ophiuchi (Alpha Ophiuchi)—mag. 2.08), Barnard’s Star with a visual magni-
tude of 9.54 and is only 5.980 light years distant from Earth. It is the fourth closest known individual star to the Sun. The 
only known stars that are closer to us are the three components of the Alpha Centauri system in Centaurus constellation, 
and Kepler’s Supernova (Supernova 1604). There are also many famous deep sky objects, including the Twin Jet Nebula, 
the Little Ghost Nebula, the dark nebulae Barnard 68, the Pipe Nebula, the Snake Nebula, and the Dark Horse Nebula, and 
the globular clusters Messier 9, Messier 10, Messier 12, Messier 14, Messier 19, Messier 62, and Messier 107. 

Ophiuchus belongs to the Hercules family of constellations, along with Aquila, Ara, Centaurus, Corona Australis , Corvus, 
Crater, Crux, Cygnus, Hercules, Hydra,Lupus, Lyra, Sagitta, Scutum, Sextans, Serpens, Triangulum Australe andVulpecula.  

Barnard’s Star was named after the American astronomer E. E. Barnard, who was the first to measure the star’s proper 
motion in 1916. The star has the largest proper motion of any star relative to the Sun, 10.3 arcseconds per year. Around 
the year 9,800, the star will make its closest approach to the Sun and come within 3.75 light years.  

Kepler’s Supernova is a remnant of a supernova that was first observed in October 1604. The German mathematician and 
astronomer Johannes Kepler started observing the event in Prague on October 17 and tracked it for an entire year. The 
supernova occurred approximately 20,000 light years from Earth and reached a peak magnitude of -2.25 to -2.5. It was 
brighter than all the stars and planets in the sky, and could be seen during the day for several weeks. Supernova 1604 was 
the most recent supernova in the Milky Way that could be seen by the naked eye. 

Constel lat ion of  The Month  

e Sources:  http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/corvus-constellation/ 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/corvus_(constellation) 

Ophiuchus 

http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/serpens-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-map/zodiac-constellations/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/alpha-centauri/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/centaurus-constellation/
http://www.messier-objects.com/messier-9/
http://www.messier-objects.com/messier-10/
http://www.messier-objects.com/messier-12-gumball-globular/
http://www.messier-objects.com/messier-14/
http://www.messier-objects.com/messier-19/
http://www.messier-objects.com/messier-62/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/aquila-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/ara-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/centaurus-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/corona-australis-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/corvus-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/crater-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/crux-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/cygnus-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/hercules-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/hydra-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/lupus-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/lyra-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/sagitta-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/scutum-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/sextans-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/serpens-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/triangulum-australe-constellation/
http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/vulpecula-constellation/
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O phiuchus is most fre-

quently associated with 

the Greek mythical fig-

ure of Asclepius, son of 

the god Apollo, who was said to 

be able to bring people back from 

the dead with his healing powers. 

Asclepius learned how to do this 

after seeing one snake bringing 

healing herbs to another. This 

happened when Glaucus, the son 

of King Minos of Crete, fell into a 

jar of honey and drowned. Ascle-

pius saw a snake slithering toward 

his body and killed it. Then anoth-

er snake came along and placed a 

herb on the first one, which mi-

raculously brought the first snake 

back to life. Asclepius saw this 

and took the same herb and 

placed it on Glaucus’ body. The 

king’s son was miraculously resur-

rected. 

Asclepius was raised by Chiron, 

the wise centaur, associated with 

Centaurus constellation, who 

taught him the art of healing. In 

one of the myths, Asclepius was 

given the blood of the Gorgon 

Medusa by the goddess Athene. 

The Gorgon’s blood from the 

veins on her left side was poison, but the blood from the veins on the right side was said to be able to bring people back to life. 

In another tale, Asclepius resurrected Theseus’ son Hippolytus after the king’s son was thrown from his chariot. In this version 

of the myth, Hippolytus is associated with Auriga constellation, the charioteer. 

The healer was killed by Zeus because the god was worried that the human race would become immortal with Asclepius around 

to heal them. Zeus’ brother Hades, the god of the Underworld, was concerned that the flow of dead souls into his domain 

would dry up as a result of Asclepius’ healing ability. Hades complained about this to Zeus and the thunder god killed the healer 

with a bolt of lightning. Zeus later placed Asclepius’ image in the sky to honour his gift and good deeds. The healer became the 

constellation Ophiuchus, the Serpent Bearer. 

Ophiuchus constellation may be descended from an ancient Babylonian constellation that represented the serpent-god Nirah, 

who was sometimes depicted as a hybrid being, with a human head and torso, and serpents for legs. This theory, however, has 

not been confirmed by sufficient evidence. 

The constellation got a notable mention in John Milton’s Book 2 of Paradise Lost, in which Satan was compared to a comet 

“that fries the length of Ophiuchus huge/In th’ arctic sky.” 

Text Source: http://www.constellation-guide.com/constellation-list/ 

Image source: Alexander Jamieson’s Celestial Atlas  

  

e 

Ophiuchus and Serpens constellations as depicted in Urania's Mirror, a set 
of constellation cards published in London c.1825.  

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Urania%27s_Mirror
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Chart displayed is for August 15, 2015 @ 21:00 Local Time 

Fort Worth, TX  (32.7555°N, 97.3308°W)  

August Sky Chart 

Mercury 
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Times and Data are for Fort Worth, Texas Locations Only 
Data Source: Heavens Above 

Chart created using: Cartes du Ciel 

Date 
Bright
ness 

Start Highest point End Pass 
type 

(mag) Time Alt. Az. Time Alt. Az. Time Alt. Az. 
01 Aug -1.0 04:29:02 10° NNW 04:31:47 25° NE 04:34:33 10° E visible 

01 Aug -2.1 06:05:30 10° WNW 06:08:09 23° SW 06:10:45 10° S visible 

01 Aug -3.4 21:04:41 10° SW 21:07:56 88° SE 21:11:11 10° NE visible 

01 Aug 0.2 22:43:58 10° NW 22:44:48 11° NNW 22:45:33 10° NNW visible 

02 Aug -3.3 05:15:25 52° SW 05:15:25 52° SW 05:18:28 10° SSE visible 

02 Aug -0.3 21:49:15 10° W 21:51:35 18° NNW 21:53:53 10° N visible 

03 Aug -1.3 20:55:30 10° WSW 20:58:28 32° NW 21:01:27 10° NNE visible 

14 Aug -0.3 22:33:58 10° N 22:34:32 12° N 22:34:32 12° N visible 

16 Aug -0.9 22:23:43 10° NNW 22:25:07 20° N 22:25:07 20° N visible 

17 Aug -1.3 21:31:19 10° N 21:33:34 17° NNE 21:34:11 17° NE visible 

18 Aug -0.7 20:39:48 10° NNE 20:40:21 10° NNE 20:40:59 10° NE visible 

18 Aug -1.6 22:13:59 10° NW 22:15:56 33° NW 22:15:56 33° NW visible 

19 Aug -2.5 21:21:13 10° NNW 21:24:16 38° NE 21:25:09 31° ENE visible 

20 Aug -1.5 20:28:43 10° NNW 20:31:12 20° NE 20:33:43 10° E visible 

20 Aug -1.5 22:04:47 10° WNW 22:07:04 27° WSW 22:07:04 27° WSW visible 

21 Aug -3.3 21:11:35 10° NW 21:14:50 72° SW 21:16:27 26° SE visible 

22 Aug -0.5 21:57:04 10° WSW 21:58:02 11° SW 21:58:35 10° SW visible 

23 Aug -1.3 21:02:32 10° WNW 21:05:14 24° SW 21:07:53 10° S visible 

http://www.heavens-above.com/PassSummary.aspx?satid=25544&lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57235.3970738282&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57235.4639997432&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57236.0888445722&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57236.1561221656&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57236.4273812383&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57237.1191621772&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57238.0822768748&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57249.1489869673&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57251.142448968&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57252.1066463899&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57253.0696912008&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57253.136072783&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57254.1001960067&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57255.0633426186&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57255.1299121818&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57256.0936367389&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57257.1236387184&type=V
http://www.heavens-above.com/passdetails.aspx?lat=32.7555&lng=-97.3308&loc=Fort+Worth&alt=189&tz=CST&satid=25544&mjd=57258.0869722155&type=V
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Data and Image Source: http://www.calsky.com/ 

MR: Moon rise time  -  MS: Moon set time 
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Data source: http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2015.html 

Wednesday 12 August 2015 
6.1am - Lunar Crescent visible, 51 hours before new moon 
Elongation: 24.2°, 4.7% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 147.9° - crescent 
points to the lower left, Width of the crescent: 1.34', Length of the crescent: 161°, Moon rises 
at  5:06am, 105 minutes before the Sun 
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+1.755 
 
Thursday 13 August 2015 
6.5am - Lunar Crescent visible, only 27 hours before new moon 
Elongation: 12.8°, 1.4% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 142.3° - crescent 
points to the lower left, Width of the crescent: 0.37', Length of the crescent: 101°, Moon lower limb rel-
ative to sunrise point at sunrise: dalt=9.2° daz=7.6° (i.e. westward), Altitude of moon center at listed 
time: 4.9°, Azimuth: 76.6°/ENE, Altitude of Sun: -5.3°, Moon rises at  6:00am, 51 minutes before the Sun 
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+0.173: Crescent visible only under 
perfect conditions - please send us observation report! 
 
Saturday 15 August 2015 
8.5pm - Lunar Crescent visible, 34.6 hours after new moon 
Elongation: 15.7°, 2% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 244° - crescent 
points to the lower right, Width of the crescent: 0.55', Length of the crescent: 69°, Moon lower limb rel-
ative to sunset point at sunset: dalt=6.1° daz=-13.9° (i.e. eastward), Altitude of moon center at listed 
time: 3.2°, Azimuth: 275.1°/W, Altitude of Sun: -3.8°, Moon sets at  8:48pm, 34 minutes after the Sun 
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=-0.060: Telescope required to find 
crescent - please send us observation report! 
 
Sunday 16 August 2015 
8.7pm - Lunar Crescent visible, 58.8 hours after new moon 
Elongation: 26.5°, 5.5% illuminated, Position angle of crescent (from Zenith to East): 239° - crescent 
points to the lower right, Width of the crescent: 1.56', Length of the crescent: 149°, Moon sets 
at  9:21pm, 68 minutes after the Sun 
The Yallop (1998) criteria additionally states for this event with q=+1.184 

First and Last Lunar Crescent Visibility  

Geocentric Ephemeris for Moon: 2015 

http://astropixels.com/ephemeris/moon/moon2015.html
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Lunar Occultations &  
Conjunctions of Planets 

Sunday 2 August 2015 

6.0am - Close to Neptune, 7.8mag, Separation=3.41°, Limb separation=3.14° =5.65 lunar dia., Posi-

tion angle=116.6°, Azimuth az=227.4°, Altitude h=35.1°, RA=22h44.3m  Dec= -8°52.5', Moon 

phase=94.2%, Sun elevation hsun=-9.0° 

 

Wednesday 5 August 2015 

4.3am - Close to Uranus, 5.8mag, Separation=1.52°, Limb separation=1.24° =2.26 lunar dia., Posi-

tion angle=333.1°, Azimuth az=135.2°, Altitude h=57.0°, RA= 1h16.6m  Dec= +7°23.1', Moon 

phase=69.0%, Sun elevation hsun=-26.5° 

 

Thursday 13 August 2015 

6.0am - Close to Mars, 1.7mag, Separation=7.61°, Limb separation=7.39° =14.78 lunar dia., Posi-

tion angle=329.8°, Azimuth az=69.4°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA= 8h21.8m  Dec=+20°31.0', Moon 

phase=1.4%, Sun elevation hsun=-10.9° 

 

Friday 14 August 2015 

1.9pm - Close to Venus, -3.9mag, Separation=4.20°, Limb separation=3.96° =7.87 lunar dia., Posi-

tion angle=202.7°, Azimuth az=191.7°, Altitude h=63.2°, RA= 9h32.3m  Dec= +6°26.2', Moon 

phase=0.1%, Sun elevation hsun=71.1°, in daylight, elongation from sun: 3.7° 

 

Sunday 16 August 2015 

8.2pm - Close to Mercury, -0.2mag, Separation=5.24°, Limb separation=5.01° =10.16 lunar dia., 

Position angle=315.3°, Azimuth az=269.5°, Altitude h=12.1°, RA=11h06.2m  Dec= +6°06.5', Moon 

phase=5.4%, Sun elevation hsun=-0.2° 

 

Saturday 22 August 2015 

8.1pm - Close to Saturn, 0.5mag, Separation=4.15°, Limb separation=3.92° =7.66 lunar dia., Posi-

tion angle=254.4°, Azimuth az=196.3°, Altitude h=37.7°, RA=15h47.3m  Dec=-18°00.3', Moon 

phase=52.5%, Sun elevation hsun=-0.2° 

 

Saturday 29 August 2015 

8.5pm - Close to Neptune, 7.8mag, Separation=3.16°, Limb separation=2.89° =5.19 lunar dia., Posi-

tion angle=212.7°, Azimuth az=104.9°, Altitude h=6.1°, RA=22h41.6m  Dec= -9°09.0', Moon 

phase=99.8%, Sun elevation hsun=-7.8° 

Data  Source: http://www.calsky.com/ 
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M i n o r  P l a n e t s  T h i s  M o n t h  

(1)Ceres  

(2)Pa l las  

(4)Vesta  
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M i n o r  P l a n e t s  T h i s  M o n t h —cont .  

(9)Met is  

(15)Eunomia  

(21)Lutet ia  
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Data and Image Sources: Cartes du Ciel 

Aug 01 

Aug 15 

Aug 31 

Resolution as seen 

through an 8” telescope: 

Resolution as seen 

through an 8” telescope: 

EVENING  

EVENING  

Aug 01 

Aug 15 

Aug 31 
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Great Red Spot Transits 

Data Source: http://www.calsky.com/ 

Jovian Moon 

Position Chart 

1 7:05.6am 5:01.4pm  

2 2:57.5am 12:53.3pm 10:49.2pm 

3 8:45.1am 6:41.0pm  

4 4:36.8am 2:32.7pm  

5 12:28.6am 10:24.5am 8:20.3pm 

6 6:16.2am 4:12.1pm  

7 2:07.9am 12:03.8pm 9:59.7pm 

8 7:55.6am 5:51.4pm  

9 3:47.3am 1:43.2pm 11:39.0pm 

10 9:34.9am 7:30.8pm  

11 5:26.7am 3:22.5pm  

12 1:18.4am 11:14.3am 9:10.1pm 

13 7:06.0am 5:01.9pm  

14 2:57.7am 12:53.6pm 10:49.5pm 

15 8:45.3am 6:41.2pm  

16 4:37.1am 2:33.0pm  

17 12:28.8am 10:24.7am 8:20.6pm 

18 6:16.4am 4:12.3pm  

19 2:08.2am 12:04.0pm 9:59.9pm 

20 7:55.8am 5:51.6pm  

21 3:47.5am 1:43.3pm 11:39.2pm 

22 9:35.1am 7:30.9pm  

23 5:26.8am 3:22.7pm  

24 1:18.5am 11:14.4am 9:10.3pm 

25 7:06.1am 5:02.0pm  

26 2:57.8am 12:53.7pm 10:49.6pm 

27 8:45.4am 6:41.3pm  

28 4:37.1am 2:33.0pm  

29 12:28.9am 10:24.7am 8:20.6pm 

30 6:16.4am 4:12.3pm  

31 2:08.1am 12:04.0pm 9:59.9pm 

Chart source: JupSat Pro Software 
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 Chart Source: http://www.calsky.com/ 

Saturn Tilt as it will appear on  

August 15, 2015 

From Fort Worth, Texas 
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AmazonSmile is a website operated by Ama-

zon that lets customers enjoy the same wide 

selection of products, low prices, and con-

venient shopping features as on Ama-

zon.com. The difference is that when cus-

tomers shop on AmazonSmile at 

smile.amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foun-

dation will donate 0.5% of the price of eligi-

ble purchases to the charitable organizations 

selected by customers.  

To participate, visit AmazonSmile and select 

Fort Worth Astronomical Society as your 

charity upon log-in. For more information 

visit org.amazon.com. The site will remem-

ber your charity automatically when you vis-

it AmazonSmile to shop. If you are already 

an Amazon.com user, you can use the same 

account to log-in to AmazonSmile to shop. 

You must sign-in to AmazonSmile each time 

you shop in order for your purchases to 

count towards a donation to your charitable 

organization. If you do not have an Amazon 

account, signing up is free! 

 

FWAS is still asking for donations to raise 

the $3000 to cover the costs of purchasing 

our new Lunt LS60THa solar telescope and 

an iOptron ZEQ25 GT mount. We have al-

ready used this at some outreach and edu-

cational events, and 

it was a hit! 

Donations are tax 

deductible. We are a 

501(c)3 non-profit 

organization dedi-

cated to educating 

and sparking the in-

terest in Astronomy 

and Space in the 

public. If you would 

like to help us recoup 

this expense, it’s still 

not too late. You can 

still donate. Please 

click the button be-

low or go to the URL 

shown at the 

bottom. Any amount 

is welcome and 

greatly appreciated. 

http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html  

http://org.amazon.com/
http://smile.amazon.com/
http://smile.amazon.com/
http://www.fortworthastro.com/donate.html
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The meeting was called to order and all were wel-

comed by Bruce Cowles, President. 

45 members and visitors were in attendance. 

Bruce announced that he had brought a handmade 
Dobsonian scope that was signed by John Dobson (not 
actually made by John Dobson).  This scope would be 
up for silent auction at the swap meet scheduled for 
our August meeting. 

Bruce introduced six visitors in attendance this even-
ing and welcomed them to our club.    

He introduced the club officers and board members, 
then discussed the history of our club.  

On the calendar: 

Saturday, July 25th will be a cleanup day at Starr 
Ranch.  Bruce will pick up a brush hog from 
Home Depot at 6 AM.  He will arrive at Starr 
Ranch between 8:00 and 8:30.  We plan to 
work half a day so in order to give people time 
to get back home, clean up and make it to the 
Museum Star Party.  We normally have a lot of 
people who attend the July star party so we 
would like to see as many scopes set up as 
possible. 

August 14th and 15th is the weekend reserved at 
3RF.  Shawn Kirchdorfer will prepare a list of 
those who signed up to attend in June.  Those 
who paid for their Saturday meal in June will 
have that payment carried over to the August 
event. 

September 12th is the fall picnic at the Thomsen's 
dark site.  Dinner will be served at approxi-
mately 6 o'clock, giving us time to eat and vis-
it, then get back to the scopes before dark.  

December 5th is the date for the Christmas party.  
The location is yet to be decided.  Laura 
Cowles will be researching possible locations.   

August 18th – Instead of a regular program, we will 
have our annual Swap Meet.  Club members 
are welcome to bring items they would like to 
sell or trade.  There will also be a silent auc-
tion for a scope autographed by John Dobson 
as well as a raffle of several items that have 
been donated to the club.   

 

Bruce introduced Si Simonson, Vice President.  Si let 
everyone know that he was open for suggestions on 
programs we would like to see you over the next year.  
He introduced our guest speaker, Kat Barger.  She is 
an assistant professor at TCU.  Her program was titled 
Feeding the Milky Way Through the Cannibalization of 
Nearby Galaxies.  It was a program based on how sci-
entists track the gases flowing from the galaxies and 
how the galaxies are evolving.  

Sarah from the museum announced that the museum 
will be having an event on September 27th for the to-
tal lunar eclipse.  This will be an evening event.  The 
museum is also beginning to gather plans for the 2017 
solar eclipse and would like to know what members 
have planned. 

The raffle was held, followed by a brief break. 

After the break, Bruce Cowles called the business 
meeting to order.  He thanked Lewis Westerfield for 
his donation of a solar system model to the Young As-
tronomers group.  There was a discussion of the work-
day this coming Saturday and the star party at the mu-
seum. At the swap meet in August, Bill Nichols will 
have some items that 
were donated to the 
club by Jim Murray.  
These will be donated 
for the raffle.   

The meeting was ad-
journed. 

Club Meeting Minutes— July 21, 2015 
Michelle Theisen, Secretary-Treasurer 

 Dustin Edgeman 

 Scott McBain 

 Judith Morris 

Welcome New 

FWAS Member(s) 
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In attendance: Bruce Cowles, Si Simonson, Michelle 
Theisen, Matt Reed, Phil Stage, and Trista Opper-
mann. 

Bruce Cowles called the meeting to order. 

The first order of business was discussion of Starr 
Ranch. Bruce has determined that the club can rent a 
brush hog for $75 per day from Home Depot.  We can 
use that at Starr Ranch to mow the very tall grass.  All 
on the board agreed that this was a good investment 
for a workday.  The work day will be set for July 25th.  
Shawn Kirchdorfer is working on setting the com-
posting toilet up with solar panels for power.  Bruce 
Cowles will research costs on solar panels. 

The next item for discussion was the 3RF weekend 
August 14th.  Shawn Kirchdorfer will set a sign up for 
meals and for weekend attendees. 

The next order of business was discussion of several 
items for our calendar. 

October 10th is set as the Palo Pinto Mountains 
State Park Star Party. 

Young astronomers attendance has been down at 
meetings.  There was only one in attendance 
at the last meeting.  The organizers will see 
what type of attendance they have at the July 
meeting.  The board may determine that 
Young Astronomers no longer needs to meet 
at this point in time. 

The fall picnic has been set for September 12th, 
with a backup date of September 26th.  

The Christmas party will be December 5th.  Bruce 
will ask Laura Cowles if she will be willing to 
find us a suitable place for the party. 

The next item for discussion were programs for the 
coming year’s meetings.  Si Simonson will be working 
to set those up.  Kat Barger is our presenter in July.  In 
August we will have the swap meet.  At that meeting, 
Bruce will put the Dobsonian telescope autographed 
by John Dobson up for silent auction as a club fund-

raiser.  There is still the possibility of reaching out to 
the owners of Astronomics.  We need to find out if 
there are any restrictions on selling items in our 
meetings.  Michelle Theisen will be checking with the 
university office to find out what their rules are.  In 
September we should have Ken Murphy speaking. Si 
would like us to find out if we have Wi-Fi connections 
so that we can use Skype to connect with someone at 
NASA for an interactive presentation.  Michelle 
Theisen will also check on this item with the universi-
ty.  We also discussed that some members might be 
able to teach short five-minute programs.  It was sug-
gested that Harry Bearman might be able to teach a 
constellation class.  One of our meetings in the fall we 
will be going to the planetarium and working on a star 
hopping presentation for the meeting.  Si has re-
viewed the bylaws and would like to recommend a 
few minor changes.  He will review with Bruce and 
then the board will review the proposals.  If changes 
are warranted, then it will be placed in front of the 
membership for voting.   

Matt Reed brought up the fact that Norm Robinson 
deserves a Starr party T-shirt since he has helped nu-
merous times in the past years at star parties.  Matt 
would like to see him recognized for this contribution 
and all agreed this would was acceptable.   

Discussion was next held on the focus of our daytime 
outreach activities.  It was determined that Moon Day 
2015 (held in Dallas) will be the last year we partici-
pate and we would like to focus our attention on Prai-
rie Fest (held in Fort Worth).  Moon Day has not gen-
erated much in the way of memberships.  At Prairie 
Fest this past April there were five hundred people 
who looked through the solar scope.  Many of those 
people came to the museum star party later that 
evening.  We believe this would be a better use of our 
members time.  

Matt Reed also brought up that we do need to be 
careful about liability with our scopes and do what we 
can to make it safe for people.  At the last museum 
star party, someone tripped over the museum’s cart 
and broke their arm. 

Board Meeting Minutes— July 14, 2015 
Michelle Theisen, Secretary-Treasurer 
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Newsletter: 
The FWAS newsletter, Prime Focus, is published monthly. Letters to 
the editor, articles for publication, photos you’ve taken, personal 
equipment reviews, or just about anything you would like to have 
included in the newsletter that is astronomy related should be sent 
to: primefocus@fortworthastro.com 

Meetings: 
FWAS meets at 7:00 PM on the third Tuesday of the month at the 
UNT Health Science Center – Research & Education Building, Room 
100; 3500 Camp Bowie Blvd; Ft. Worth. Guests and visitors are always 
welcome. 

Outreach: 
Items regarding FWAS Outreach activities, or requests for FWAS to 
attend an event, should be sent to: outreach@fortworthastro.com  

Young Astronomers: 
FWAS’ youth activities (known as YA!) meet on the 3rd Saturday of 
every month between 7pm and 9pm (check our calendar for time 
changes throughout the year - determined by seasonal sunset times). 
This group meets for one hour at the Parkwood Hill HOA Club House - 
5573 Eastwedge Dr., Fort Worth, TX 76137. YA! Coordinators:  
ya@fortworthastro.com 

FWAS Annual Dues: 
$40 for adults / families & households 
$20.00 for students (half-price Dec 1 thru May 31); Membership runs 
June 1st through May 31st. Please make checks payable to: 

Fort Worth Astronomical Society 
See our Secretary/Treasurer for more info: 
sec-treas@fortworthastro.com  
 
Cash and checks should be paid in-person at the next indoor meeting, 
or checks can be mailed in the traditional way. Members should 
check the eGroup for the latest postal mailing address listed by the 
Secretary/Treasurer.  
 
Credit card payments (for existing membership renewals only) can be 
made through our PayPal link (private link is on the club’s Yahoo 
eGroup – no PayPal account required). 
 

Discount Magazine Subscriptions: 
Sky & Telescope, Astronomy, and StarDate (McDonald Observatory) 
magazines are available for discounted subscription rates through our 
association with the NASA Night Sky Network and the Astronomical 
Society of the Pacific. The link can be found on the club’s Yahoo 
eGroup. (Members Only) 

Astronomical League Membership: 
Your FWAS membership gives you associate membership in the As-
tronomical League. This gives you access to earn various observing 
certificates through the AL observing clubs. You also receive their 
quarterly magazine, Reflector. AL Observing clubs: http://
tinyurl.com/7pyr8qg 

Fort Worth Museum of Science & History Monthly Star Parties: 
FWAS, as part of our historical relationship with the Noble Planetari-
um, participates in the monthly museum star parties by supplying the 
telescopes and manning to expose the public to amateur astronomy 
as a hobby, and to possibly spark interest in joining our club. This is 
an excellent opportunity to socialize with and to get advice or help 
with your own equipment from other FWAS members. FWMSH star 
party schedule: http://tinyurl.com/bosbwqa 

Every year, the Moon is moving away from Earth by 3.8 

centimeters (about 1.5 inches). This is due to tidal friction 

slowing the Moon and Earth down in their rotation and 

orbit around each other. Newton's Law of momentum con-

servation says that if they slow down they must move fur-

ther apart, like a spinning ice skater opening her arms, she 

slows down.  Eventually the perceived shrinking angular 

diameter of the moon will make it unable to cover the Sun's 

disc during solar eclipses and we will no longer be able to 

have "total" solar eclipses on Earth anymore...several hun-

dred million years from now.  :( 

Some Native 

American tribes 

knew that the stur-

geon of the Great Lakes and Lake 

Champlain were most readily caught 

during this full Moon. Others called it 

the Green Corn Moon or the Grain 

Moon.  

Source: OId Farmer’s Almanac 

“Full Sturgeon Moon” 

A u g u st  

That’s a Fact! 

Just go to their website at http://www.amsmeteors.org/ 

and hover your cursor on the Fireball menu item at the 

top of the page and you will see the link to report a fire-

ball. They will ask you several questions in a web ques-

tionnaire and your observations will be added to the 

other witnesses for the same event. These will be com-

piled and analyzed to determine the location and direc-

tion from which the object entered the atmosphere. 

Seen a Fireball Lately? 
Report it to the  

American Meteor Society (AMS) 

Source: Wikipedia 
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Have an interesting photo you’ve taken of the sky? Discovered a technique and want to show the results to fellow FWAS mem-

bers? Submit your photos to primefocus@fortworthastro.com or send them in the Yahoo! eGroup to the attention of the news-

letter editor. Your participation in showing off your personal astrophotography is greatly appreciated by all FWAS members.  

LEFT: Venus Crescent - It's funny how it's the brightest 

object in the sky but only about a 1/4 of it's light is being 

directed towards us. 

10" Orion Newtonian 

5X Barlow 

Canon T2i 

Taken North of Decatur, TX on 07-11-2015 by FWAS 

member Keith Frost. 

BELOW: This is a 15sec shot heavily post processed but 

not stacked of our Milky Way. It uses a new lens that was 

discussed at the FWAS Astrophotography Special Interest 

Group (APSIG) that Jerry Gardner is holding each month. 

Photo by FWAS member Matt Reed. 


